
1. Diagram A below shows the different phases during the cell cycle of an 
animal cell. Diagram B shows the quantity of DNA present during these 
different phases. G1 and G2 represent growth phases, separated by an 
intermediate phase S1 in the cell cycle.

(a) Describe how the the quantity of DNA in cells is increased during phase 
     S1 between growth phases G1 and growth phase G2, leading up to 
     mitosis.                 

(b) (i) What would be the quantity of DNA in arbitrary units in cell at the end 
      of mitosis? 
                 
     (ii) Describe how the quantity of DNA is returned to this level. 
         
(c) Name one metabolic process of a cell which stops when a nucleus 
     divides.       

(d) indicate the importance of mitosis in the cell cycle.



2.
(a)List the possible genotypes of each of the three mice in figure below.

(b) What would be the expected result of a cross between the agouti 
mice with genotypes AaCc?

(c)How would you determine if an agouti mouse was heterozygous Cc?

3. In the domestic cat, the autosomal locus White is dominant 
and epistatic; the locus Orange is sex linked with allele O tabby 
and allele o red, while the heterozygous is tortoise. A white 
female mates with a tabby tomcat. The kittens turn out to be:
1 red male, 1 tortoise female, 1 tabby female, 1 white male, 1 white female

What is the genotype of the mother? Show your work.



4. Show, by means of diagrams, what happens when

(a) A gamete with no chromosomes is fertilized by a normal gamete and

(b) A gamete with the diploid number of chromosomes is fertilized by a normal gamete

5. In Drosophila, the following crossing-over percentages were 
found:

gene gene crossing-over %
bi ec 1.4
bi fa 3.9
wi ec 4.0
wi fa 1.5

What is the order of these genes? 

A bi - ec - fa - wi 
B bi - ec - wi - fa
C ec - bi - fa - wi
D ec - bi - wi - fa

Draw a chromosome with accurate/relative positions of the four genes.

6. How many different phenotypes can be expected in the F2 of 
the crossing: AA BB * aa bb when:
I the genes are completely coupled and,
II the genes inherit independently:

I II
A 3 4
B 3 9
C  4  9 
D 4 16
E 9 16

Support your answer choice with drawings of meiosis depicting 
chromosomes and alleles



7. Name the process occurring below? Describe and explain each 
segment of the graph.

8.
(a)Assume that an organism is heterozygous for two different genes, D 

and E, and these genes are present on the same chromosome. With 
the aid of diagrams describe the movements of the genes and 
chromosomes during meiosis that would lead to the formation of four 
different gametes. 

(b)  

(i)  What genotypes are possible if this organism is crossed with 
another of the same species which has a genotype of ddee?

(ii)  Would you expect  the possible genotypes (A)  to be 
phenotypically distinct from each other and (B) to occur in equal 
numbers? Explain your answers.



9. Explain the shapes of the curves in figure below.

10. How many different phenotypes can be expected in the F2 of 
the crossing: AA BB * aa bb when:
I the genes are completely coupled and,
II the genes inherit independently:

I II
A 3 4
B 3 9
C  4  9 
D 4 16
E 9 16

Support your answer choice with drawings of meiosis depicting 
chromosomes and alleles 



11.
(a)What evidence is the in this pedigree that hemophilia is caused by a 

recessive sex –linked allele?

(b)Why is it unlikely that couple 1 and 2 will have any children with 
hemophilia.

12. Familial hypophosphataemia is a sex-linked condition caused by a 
dominant allele on the X chromosome. The pedigree of a family with this 
condition is shown in the diagram below.

(a) What is meant by the term sex linkage?

(b) Explain why none of the males in generation 2 suffers from 
hypophosphataemia.

(c)  If person A were to have another son, what is the probability that this 
son would suffer from hypophosphataemia? Give a reason for your 
answer.



13. In a species of bird, the allele for green feathers, G, is dominant to the 
allele for blue feathers, g. A second gene locus on another chromosome 
controls the intensity of the coloring with the heterozygote (CD CP) 
intermediate between the two homozygotes (CPCP and CDCD). The 
complete range of colors is shown in the table.

Color of feathers Intensity of coloringIntensity of coloringIntensity of coloringColor of feathers

Pale Intermediate Dark

Green
Blue

Light green
Sky blue

Dark green
Cobalt

Olive
Mauve

(a)What name describes the condition in which the heterozygote is 
intermediate in appearance between the homozygotes?                                                             

(b)Copy and complete the following scheme to show the expected results 
of a cross between cobalt and homozygous light green birds.

Parental phenotype:             Cobalt       X       Homozygous light green

Parental genotypes:

Gamete genotypes:

Offspring genotypes:

Offspring phenotypes:

Expected ratio:                                                                                                    

(c) Explain why the ratio of the different offspring phenotypes 
obtained from this cross may not be exactly equal to the 
expected ratio.



14. In the fruit fly (Drosophila), males are the heterogametric sex (XY). Two 
different crosses using these flies gave the following results.

CROSS A
Parents          normal    x    ‘cut’
                      wing ♀    wing♂

  
 F1            all normal wing
     

  F2        789 normal wing ♀

              391 normal wing ♀ 

              376 ‘cut’ wing ♂

   N.B. ♂ = male 
           ♀ = female

CROSS B 
Parents          ‘cut’      x     normal
                       wing ♀       wing ♂

 
  F1                normal wing ♀
                     ‘cut’ wing ♂

  F2                356 normal wing ♀

                     339 ‘cut’ wing ♀

                     342 normal wing ♂ 

                     333 ‘cut’ wing ♂            

Given that the ‘cut’ wing characteristic is controlled by a single gene, 
explain how these results show that the ‘cut’ wing allele

       (i) is recessive;

           (ii) is carried on the X chromosome, rather than on an autosome.          

(c)  Using N as the normal wing allele, and n as the allele for ‘cut’ wing, give 
the genotypes for all the flies represented in cross B.                                         

Another Fruit fly mutant, caused by a change in a single gene, is known as 
a bar-eye. Normal, round-eyed flies have nearly one thousand facets in 
their compound eyes. This number is greatly reduced in a bar-eyed 
individual, in which the eye appears as a narrow vertical strip.



In another investigation, a virgin female from a homozygous stock with 
normal, round eyes as crossed with a bar-eyed male. All the female 
offspring had bar-eyes, and all the males had round eyes.

(d) What may be concluded about the nature of the bar-eyed allele from 
this investigation?                                                                                                

An F2 generation was obtained from the previous investigation, but the 
eggs were separated into two batches immediately after laying, with each 
batch being maintained at a different temperature. Once the F2 adults had 
emerged, the mean number of facets per eye for each phenotypic class 
was recorded. The results are shown in the table.

Phenotypic class
in F2  offspring 
Phenotypic class
in F2  offspring 

Mean number of facets per eye at 
the development temperature 
Mean number of facets per eye at 
the development temperature 

Phenotypic class
in F2  offspring 
Phenotypic class
in F2  offspring 

15°C 30°C

Males                round-eyed 996 997

                         bar-eyed          270 74

Females                round-eyedFemales                round-eyed 997 996

                               bar-eyed                               bar-eyed 214 40

(i) Using this information, give two conclusions about the expression of the 
bar-eyed allele.

(ii) Suggest a hypothesis which might reasonably account for one of the 
conclusions given in (d)(i) 


